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Fullhd-HDQ Naruto Shippuden Episode 326 Watch Online Enjoy invest the points in
upgraded ninja tools, make your allies more powerful, increase your defensive power, or
extend your chakra bar – and the thing that makes the whole menu kind of addicting to play
around with is the fact that you’re never locked into your choices. You can always get a refund
on your spent XP and re-invest it elsewhere, in case you decide to try a different path of
advancement.
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Rock Lee explodes with the power of youth!

There’s also a fun bit of gambling built in: before missions begin you get the option to set
personal goals for yourself and can earn rewards for meeting or exceeding them. Things like “I
bet I can clear this whole mission in under one minute.” If you say you can do it, and then you
do, you’ll win an experience multiplier.

These are the kind of supporting features that more brawlers should include. They gave me
more motivation for moving forward (beyond just beating up the 100th random bad guy to pop
up on the screen) and the customization made me feel more invested. The action still gets to
be a little tedious here, but these out-of-mission menus work together with the goofy dialogue
and oddball visuals of the cutscenes to keep you wanting to play through to the end of both
Naruto and Lee’s separate storylines.
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The Verdict

Naruto: Powerful Shippuden is a breath of fresh air for both longtime fans of the show and
brawlers in general. It’s as interesting outside of its missions as in them, with unique
experience-point investing and gambling mechanics that future games in this genre should
look to for inspiration. And, in adapting the wacky Rock Lee spin-off instead of the core series
itself, it finds a unique, previously untapped appeal, as these characters are often at their best
when they focus on simple brawling.
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